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Dear Editor

We have did all the comments suggested by the referees.

1- Page 2 (Line 19 a space after a punctuation sign was done.
2- Page 3 (Line 2): the word udanese changed to Sudanese.
3- Page 4 (Line 2): NMR of 500 MHz was removed.
4- Page 4 (Line 17 to 18): the following sentence was added“'The filtrate obtained was concentrated under reduced pressure
5- Page 4 (Line 12): The sentence was corrected by removing the word purity
6- Page 4 (Line 18): the world filtrate was corrected to filtrate.
7- Page 4 (Lines 22, 23 and 24): gm is replaced by g (meaning gram).
8- Page 7 (Line 20): The word parenthesis was not found in the article.
9- Page 10 (Lines 1 to 4): Punctuation signs were revised.
10- Pages 16 to 18: The references were revised according to instructions for authors.
11- The family of Hydnora abyssinica was added in the introduction with few words of description. The plant is endogenous to Sudan however, no any previous chemotaxony studies were done.
12- Regarding page 3 (Section 2.2, Lines 16 to 17). This type of experiment was done under bioactive guided isolation. In the first experiment only 100 gram was used to check the bioactivity, but for the second part of isolation we used 3 kg of the plant. This was clarified in discussion section page 14 line 12-16.
13- Page 10 (Lines 1 and 5): The values of H and C also compared with authenticated previously obtained results.
14- Page 11 (Line 2): The multiplicities of H-2 was found in doublet while H-3 gave the same values of H-5 as multiplet.
15- Page 12 (Line 1): H-3 was removed.
16- Page 12 (Line 2): J= 8.9 was corrected to 8.0
17- The original version of the NMR is not easy to be reissued because these experiments were conducted before five years.
18- The level of various cytokines in the peripheral blood and analysis characterization of immune response activity by the catechin were suggested for the future work.
19- line 22, page 6: Phytohaemagglutinin was added for the abbreviation of PHA.
20- line 13, page 12: Polymorph nuclear cells and ‘mononuclear cells were removed.
21- The titles and subtitles were reformatted according to the given style.